**JANE REVELL.** Since starting out as a volunteer teacher in Rwanda more than forty years ago, Jane has taught English and trained teachers all over the world. Three times winner of the ESU Duke of Edinburgh English Language Book Award for her ELT courses and books for teachers, she has written readers, children’s stories, BBC radio and video material as well innovative personal development books for teachers, including the acclaimed *In Your Hands* and *Handing Over*. Jane has a Master's degree in Media Studies in Education. She also is an educational psychologist and a life coach, a stress management consultant and a Pilates instructor. Her most recent publication is a 6-level course for adults for Helbling Languages called *Jetstream*.

**Methodology:** Introductions & expectations • Reflecting on what you’re doing • Setting objectives in different ways • What makes us effective?

**Language development:** English for presentations! • Trying out techniques to help you plan and prepare a short presentation, talk or workshop

---

**Day 1**

**Methodology:** Multi-sensory teaching & learning • Using sensory language • How to enhance our sensory flexibility • Memory and visualisation

**Language development:** Talking about different sensory arts: paintings and colour, music, poems and sound, movies, dance and movement

---

**Day 2**

**Methodology:** Getting learners (and ourselves!) to think and be creative • The importance of elicitation • 64+ things to do with a reading or listening text

**Language development:** Exploring the ‘seven ages of man’ • Offering feedback in a helpful way • Giving a 5-minute mini-talk to your (small) group • Writing an action plan